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ABSTRACT 
Field and laboratory measurements have been made to extend our understanding of 

submarine elliptically polarized light, which occurs in lines of sight just beyond the 
critical angle. It is not d~tectable in bearings of the sun or anti-sun, is strongest 
within a few centimeters of ~he surface, is more easily observed with large solar zenith 
distances, and is not affected by light entering the water at the surface in the line of 
sight. The most likely origin of this elliptical light is by total reflection at the water 
surface of linearly polarized light arising from the scattering of directional light in thr 
water. Aquarium observations of total reflection of linear light fulfill in all basic 
ways the expectations of the hypothesis. The !utter is developrd quantitatively by 
calculating the relations between elliptical pclarization and the bearing and elevation 
of the line of sight as well as the sun's zenith distance. These figures show that when 
1,he line of sight is 58° from t he vertical and between i0 and l 60° fr om the sun's bear-
ing, maximal ellipticity ratios of about 0.3 may be present for solar zenit.h distance8 
p;rcat.er than 50 to 70°. The orientation of the ellipse's major axis does not differ 
Rignificantly from the plane of linear light which gives rise to it. Under the bP,st con-
ditions, elliptical light reaches more than 10% of the total light ond its ratio to linear 
polarized light may be 0.5 or more. The theoretical section, while limited by certain 
simplifying assumptions, is nevertheless in general accord with fi eld and laboratory 
measurements and provides directives for future quant it ative work 0 n this 
phenomenon. 

INTRODUCTION 

The polarization pattern of natural underwater illumination con-
sists mainly of linearly polarized light. This arises through the 
scattering of penetrating sunlight by particles in the medium (Water-
man and ,vestell, 1956; Ivanoff, 1957). However, elliptically polarized 
light is also present as a definite but less prominent component of 
natural submarine light (Waterman, 1954, 19:>8). Until now its 
cfotailed occurrence and its origin have not been studied; the present 
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report describes field and laboratory measurements of this phenom-
enon supplemented by a theoretical analysis. 

METHODS 

Previous observations demonstrated merely that at shallow depths 
and in lines of sight near the critical angle, significant amounts of sub-
surface polarized light are neither linearly nor circularly polarized 
and consequently must be elliptical (Waterman, 1954). This infor-
mation was obtained while using SCUBA and employing a hand-
held interference analyzer which indicates directly the absence or 
presence and type of polarization in any light source examined (Water-
man, 1955). The observations reported here were made with a similar 
device which consists of a calcite plate cut perpendicular to its optic 
axis and followed by a circular polarization analyzer. 

When convergent elliptically polarized light is observed through 
this optical system (Waterman, 1955), the concentric series of iso-
chromatic rings produced with circularly polarized light become dis-
torted (Figs. 3D, F; 4D, F) into ellipsoidal figures (Bertin, 1859). 
At the same time the central spot in the pattern is altered to a bilobed 
form whose brightness or darkness depends, as in the case of circular 
light, on the direction of rotation of the vibrations concerned. 

In use this device was either hand-held by an observer using an 
aqualung or set on an adjustable tripod so that its line of sight could 
be more accurately controlled. In addition, visual observations were 
supplemented by photographs of the interference figures produced 
under various circumstances. While such crystallographic informa-
tion is not ideal for q1.1antitative analysis because of the complex re-
lations between input parameters and the resulting interference 
pattern, it does provide an adequate basis for describing the under-
lying phenomenon and for testing the theory here proposed to ac-
count for the origin of the ellipticity. 

Field data were obtained in Bermuda at depths ranging from 1 to 
5 m below the sea surface. Most of the observations were made in 
shallow water over a bottom of light sand or weathered aeolean 
limestone 1 to 2 m below the point of view. The water was moder-
ately turbid, and maximum linear polarization was about 20%. On 
one occasion a few observations were made near the surface at a sta-
tion where the water's depth was more than 200 m. Lines of sight 
were taken through 360° of azimuth relative to the sun's bearing and 
at various elevation angles from horizontal to vertical. Present data 
were obtained at times when the sun's zenith distance was between 
4.5 and 90° because elliptical light seems to be observed more easily 
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at such !imes than when the sun is higher in the sky; however, no 
systemat1~ fie!d study has been made of the effects of this parameter, 
although its mfluence has been calculated in the theoretical section 
below. Photographic records were made by holding the interference 
analyzer close against the underwater case of a Zeiss Contaflex camera 
focussed on the interference figure (Fig. 3). 

Figure 1. Method of using a floating black screen to reduce effects of sun and sky light on water 
between observer :,,nd sea surface. Totally reflected light w11s observed in the direction BA and, as 
,rithout the screen, it we.a linear in azimuths of sun and anti-sun and more or Iese elliptically poln.ri1.eU 
~t. intcrmedi:,,tc 11ngles (see Fig. 3). 

Linear polarizer 

camera 

Sun 

Molle white 
reflec"ling surface 

Fi;;ure 2. M ethod of photographing the pobrirntion pattern in totally reflected linear light from the 
water surface in an aquarium. The lineur polnriz cr's predominant e-vcctor could be rotated and the 
rr.l ativc position of the depolarizer and polarizer interchanged ae a control. Typi cal results, closely 
resembling those observed in the fi eld (sec Fig. 3), are shown in Fig. 4. 

From the first field measurements, a tentative hypothesis was de-
Yised to explain the observed elliptical polarization, which presumes 
that total reflection of underwater linearly polarized light by the sea 
surface viewed beyond the critical angle is responsible. To test this, 
both field and laboratory observations were made. In the field, a 
dark horizontal screen about 2 m square, held above the water or. 
floats, was used to determine whether elliptical polarization depends 
on effects such as scattering of light by the water between the surface 
11 nd the observer (Fig. 1). In the la horatory, total reflection of 
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linearly polarized light by the air-water interface was observed and 
photographed in aquaria arranged so that the plane of vibration of 
incident light could be adjusted (Fig. 2). To do this a large sheet of 
linearly polarizing film was placed outside the wall of the aquarium 
opposite the observer. Beyond this polaroid filter a sheet of waxed 
paper eliminated any stray polarization which may have been present 
in the light source; this was an oblique white matte surface illuminated 
by direct sunlight which was screened from the rest of the set-up. 
Under such conditions the surface-reflected image of the lighted side 
of the tank can be viewed or photographed from outside at any angle 
where complete reflection occurs. 

RESULTS 

Field Observations. The present results confirmed the original ob-
servation (Waterman, 1954) that underwater illumination in shallow 
water is in part elliptically polarized near the critical angle. In 
lines of sight differing from the vertical by less than the critical angle, 
the polarization pattern near the surface is mainly established by that 
of the sky which is observed directly even though distorted by sur-
face refraction. In lines of sight differing from the vertical by much 
more than the critical angle (48°16' if n for sea water is taken as 1.34), 
light is linearly polarized by scattering (Fig. 3A, C, E). But within 
an area close beyond the critical angle there is a significant amount of 
ellipticity under certain conditions (Fig. 3D, F). Observations with 
a black screen shielding the point observed from overhead (Fig. 1) 
showed that this does not affect the occurrence and pattern of el-
liptical light. Such data are important in supporting our hypothesis 
for the origin of elliptical polarization. 

In lines of sight of about 35 to 40° above the horizontal, the presence 
and orientation of the ellipticity depend on the relative position of 
the sun. In the sun's bearing and in that of the· anti-sun, the light 
observed is linearly polarized with the e-vector horizontal, just as it 
is in these azimuths for all elevation angles of the line of sight. But 
in directions between those of the sun and anti-sun the polarization 
is not merely linear; it then has an elliptical component, unless the 
sun is in the zenith. 

Visibility of the elliptical interference figures and pari passu the 
amount of elliptical light diminish with the observer's distance from 
the surface and with the degree to which the zenith angle of the line 
of sight exceeds the critical angle. Thus the greatest amount of 
elliptical polarization occurs within a few centimeters of the surface. 
Here, too, ellipticity is apparent at angles which may considerably 
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Figure 3. Polarizati on patt ern s in underwater i1luminati on observed in various directions in 
shallow water with sola r zenith dist ances between 60 and 70°. A. Lin e of sight horizontal in 
sun's bearing, B. Lookin g upward at 40° fr om hor izontal in sun' s bearin g . C. H orizontal, 90° 
to left of sun's bearing. D. Upward 40°, 90° to left of sun's bearing. E. Horizontal, 90° to 
right of sun. F. Upward 40°, 90° to ri ght of sun. In A and B, polarization is lin ear and t he 
e-vector tilt corresponds to the angle of refract ion of the sunlight (40 to 45°), as is clearly 
seen from rays visibl e in th e w ater ; in D and F, polari zation is ell ip tical, r otat ion being 
counter-clockw ise in D and clockwise in F. Simil ar pat terns a lso occur when t he fl oating black 
screen is used as diagrammed in Fig. I. 
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Figure 4. Polarization patterns observed in aQuarium set-up as diagrammed in Fig. 2. In A 
and B the linear polarizer had its predominan t e-vector horizontal ; in C and D this was tilted 
45° clockwise from hor izontal ; in E and Fit was t il ted 45° counter-clockwise from horizontal. 
In A, C, and E the line of sight was horizontal ; the edge of t he water surface at the far side 
of the t ank is just seen near the upper edge of each frame. The li ght observed in the direction 
of t he interference figure t herefore came directly through the side wall and is linearly 
polarized. In B, D and F the lin e of sight was elevated 40° from horizontal; t he junction 
between water surface and tank side is v isible near the lower edge of each frame. The light 
observed in the interference figure thus is linearly polarized li ght totally reflected from the 
sur face. Where th e e-vector was not perpendicular or parall el to the plane of incidence, 
reflected li ght was elliptically polarized (D and F) with different direction s of r otation 
depending on the an g le between the •-vector and t he horizontal. Note t he basic correspond-
ence to t he polarization pattern of natural light observed in the field ( Fig. 3). 
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exceed 48°16'. But at greater depths, even at 2 to 3 m, the amount 
of elliptical light seems appreciably reduced, as is the angle over which 
it is detectable; the latter becomes more closely restricted to lines of 
sight just beyond the smallest angle of total reflection. These two 
facts together suggest that the amount of ellipti cal light in total 
submarine illumination diminishes with an increase in the length of 
the underwater path from the observer's eye to the totally reflecting 
sea surface. 

The actual interference pattern produced by submarine ellipti cally 
polarized light is strongly dependent on the sun's relative bearing. 
When the line of sight is to the left of the sun the figure's center is 
light and the most central isochromatic ellipse has two dark swellings 
on it (Fig. 3D). When it is to the right of the sun the pattern has a 
dark somewhat dumbbell-shaped center (Fig. 3F). Because of the 
optics of the analyzer, this means that the rotation of the elliptical 
light is counterclockwise to the left of the sun and clockwise to the 
right of it. 

In general the major axis of the elliptical interference patterns re-
corded is nearly vertical and differs considerably from the plane of 
linear polarization observed horizontally in the same azimuth. For 
example, one pair of photographs made at 90° to the right of the sun's 
bearing shows that the major axis of the elliptical figure in a line of 
sight having a 40° elevation made an angle of 86° clockwise from hori-
zontal (Fig. 3F) while the plane of linear light in a line of sight with 
a 0° elevation made an angle of 38° counterclockwise from horizontal 
(Fig. 3E). 

In a complex way the orientation of the interference ellipse is ap-
parently related also to the azimuth of the line of sight. For instance, 
looking upward at 40°, and at 90° to the left of the sun, the major 
axis of the figure was. inclined at 82° counterclockwise from horizontal 
(Fig. 3D); at the same elevation, and at 135° to the left of the sun, it 
was inclined clockwise by 84°. Further data are required to establish 
these relations systematically and to demonstrate in addition the 
relation between the elliptical figure observed and the actual orienta-
tion of the elliptical vibrations. From present qualitative results one 
may predict that both azimuth and elevation of the lines of sight as 
well as the zenith distance of the sun and the state of the sea surface 
all influence the resulting pattern. 

Aquarium Observations. If our hypothesis is correct that elliptical 
light present in the sea results from total reflection of linearly polarized 
light by the surface, similar patterns should be reproducible in an 
aquarium under appropriate conditions. This expectation has been 
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fulfilled in a series of visual and photographic observations (Fig. 4) 
made as described above. The kind of light totally reflected from the 
air-water interface of an aquarium was found to depend on orientation 
of the e-vector of incident linear light. Thus, when this vector is 
horizontal or vertical (i.e., parallel or normal to the reflecting surface), 
reflected light is also linear, and its polarization plane remains un-
changed (Fig. 4B). But when the polarization plane of incident light 
is oblique relative to the surface, then the interference figure of re-
fl ected light is ellipsoidal (Fig. 4D, F). 

The direction of the light's rotation and the orientation of the figure's 
major axis depend on the angle between the e-vector and the plane 
of incidence. E-vectors tilted clockwise from the horizontal produce 
interference patterns with bright centers, indicating a counterclock-
wise rotation (see p. 261 and Fig. 4D); those tilted counterclockwise 
from the horizontal produce dark-centered patterns, indicating clock-
wise rotation of the light (Fig. 4F). Of course, when the line of sight 
is horizontal and normal to the polarizing filter, the light observed is 
linearly polarized in the transmitting plane of the filter (Fig. 4A, C, E). 

From comparison of the nearly identical figures photographed in 
the field and in the laboratory (Figs. 3, 4) it seems quite probable 
that in both cases the same mechanism is at work producing elliptically 
polarized light. In view of this and the obvious correlation of labora-
tory studies with the hypothesis proposed to explain the field ob-
servations, a more detailed development of the theory seems desirable. 
This may serve not only to organize the facts already known but to 
provide also some useful cues for future fruitful work. 

TH.EOR Y AND PREDICTIONS 

To develop a satisfactory theory for the elliptical component of 
submarine polarization it is essential to select conditions which are less 
eomplex than those observed in the fi eld, particularly at low sun ele-
Yations. Consequently detailed comparison of field measurements 
and curves predicted from the theory is not possible, although good 
basic agreement nevertheless will be found between them. Consider 
fir st (Fig. 5) a ray of light travellin g underwater in the direction AB 
which intercepts the vertical at an angle V which is greater than the 
angle of total refl ection and small er than 90°. The light in this ray 
consists of a portion scattered by the water in the direction AB as 
well as a portion scattered by the ,-vater along OA and then totally 
reflected along AB by the sea surface. The first portion is partially 
linearly polarized by scattering; let Pd (Fig. 6A) be the angle between 
its electric vector and the horizontal. The second portion is also 
partially linearly polarized by scattering a.long OA; let P , (Fig. 6B) be 
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the angle between its e-vector and the horizontal. When total re-
flection occurs at A, the component of the e-vector parallel to the 
plane of incidence (having an amplitude proportional to sin P ,) under-
goes a change of phase different from that of the perpendicular com-
ponent (having an amplitude proportional to cos P ,) . Let the dif-
ference between these phase changes be q, (Fig. 6B). As a result of 
this total reflection, an elliptical oscillation travels in the direction 
AB and is added to the light scattered in this direction by the water. 
Let a and b be axial lengths of this elliptical oscillation and YI the angle 
between its major axis and the horizontal. 

Sea surface / 

~---
,.r..;.._ 

' V 

y 

y 

z 
z 

0 
\ 
\ 

Sun 

t): 

---~Q 
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\ 

~x 
Figure 5. Diagram to illustrate origin• of pobrized light oeen by an observer at B looking in direc-

tion BA. One component originates in light directly acattered along AB, the second from total reflec-
tion at A of light scattered along OA. The former io linearly polarized while the latter may be ellip-
tico.lly polarized. i, solar zenith angle; r, refracted angle of sun's re.ya; xz, vertical plane of 
incidence parallel to the plane through observer and sun; Y Z, vertice.l plane passing through the line of 
oight BA; x11z, perpendicular coordinate system relative to the plane of ine.idence; XYZ, coordinate 
1y1tem relative to the plane of the line of sight; Ii, difference angle between ;z;z and YZ planes; V, angular 

devistion of the line of sight from the vertical. 

1. General Equations. If the angle P, is known and if the sea surface 
is assumed to be a plane, the theory of specular electromagnetic re-
flection permits not only the ratio b/a but the angle i/t to be calculated. 
For this only the classic equations (1), (2), (3) are required: 

t 
q, _ cos Y • v sin2 V - sin2 L . 

an -2 - . 2 V ' sm 
(1) 

I sin 2/3 I = I sin 2 P, · sin q, I, where I tan /3 I = I b/a I (2) 

tan 2 i/t = tan 2 P, · cos q, . (3) 
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A 

Figure 6. The two component,, of polarized light propagated along AB (see Fig. 5). Top. Portion 
sc11ttered by superficial water layers in direction AB. The characteristic& of this light are labelled "·ith 
the subscript d to emphasize light scattered dfrectly along AB. Tbe vector e sho..-s the direction of 
,·ibration and Pd its angle with the horizontal. Bottom. Component scattered along OA and then 
totally reflected in direction AB by the sea surface. The cbaracteristic• of this light arc labelled "·ith 
the subscript r to emphasize light reflected or to be refle,:t,,d from the sea surface. The vector e is the 
predominant electric field before reflection. I ts projections on the vertical and horizontal are labelled 
appropriately; a and bare the major and minor axes of the reflected elliptical light. P, and ,J, are the 
angles made by the e-vector and by the major axis respectively with the horizontal. 

In (1), L is the angle of total reflection; this is related to refractive 
indices of air (n') and sea water (n) so that sin L = n' / n. In the 
following calculations n/n' is assumed to be 1.34 and L 48°16'. For a 
given q, (equivalent to a given inclination of the line of sight V), the 
ratio b/ a is maximal when P, = ±45°, in which case I /3 I = \ ef,/ 2 I 
and ,J, = P ,. Fig. i shows the relations between V and q, calculated 
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Figure 7. Diff erence in phase •hilts (</>, eolid line) effected by total reflection at A (Fig. 5) between 
component.! perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence; also the correeponding axial ratio• 
(b/a , broken line) of the elliptical vibration reflected along AB. Both arc a function of the angle be-
tween the line of eight and the ,·crtical (V). 

from eq. (1) as well as corresponding values of [b/a]max found when 
P, = ±45°. Under the best conditions, when P, = ±45° and 
V ;;;; 58° (or more accurately 57°44', since if, is maximum when 
:;;in2 V = 2 sin2 L/ 1 + sin2 L), the ratio b/ a may reach a value of 0.297. 

Note that, according to eq. (2), b/ a approaches zero at the same 
time as the angle P, which occurs when the e-vector of light scattered 
in the direction OA approaches the horizontal. This implies that the 
amount of elliptical oscillation decreases in cloudy weather since at 
:,uch times the e-vector approaches the horizontal in all lines of sight 
(\Vaterman, 1954; Ivanoff, 1957). On the other hand, the presence of 
elliptical polarization at sunset would seem to indicate that the angle 
P, does not decrease when the sea surface is illuminated by the clear 
blue sky, an effect probably due to sky polarization. Apparently a 
cloudy sky and a clear sky without the sun have quite different effects 
on orientation of the plane of submarine light polarization. 

However this may be, P, must be known to solve (2) and (3). To 
make the calculation of P, easy, the simple case is used below where 
illumination coming from the sky is quite weak compared with direct 
sunlight. Consequently the ensuing data are restricted to sun's 
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altitudes greater than 20 or even 30°; hence they cannot be directly 
compared with the previously mentioned field results obtained at 
sunset. It is hoped that further observations will be made at greater 
sun's altitudes. 

According to the classic theory of light scattering, the e-vector of 
scattered light is a projection of thee-vector of incident light on a plane 
normal to the direction of scattering. Consequently if this theory is 
valid in sea water and if the incident light is unpolarized, the polariza-
tion plane of scattered underwater light is obtained by projecting, on a 
plane normal to the direction of scattering, the circle whose center is 
traversed perpendicularly by the incident light's direction. In general 
this projection is an ellipse whose major axis is oriented in the same 
direction as the polarization plane in question. Furthermore, the 
ellipse's major axis is parallel to the line of intersection of the two 
planes, one normal to the direction of scattered light and the other 
normal to the direction of incident light. 

This line of intersection, which is the orientation of the predominant 
e-vector, may be derived as follows. Let i and r (Fig. 5) be the angles 
of incidence and refraction of the sun's rays. Through some point 
in the water O let z be the vertical axis and x the bearing of the sun. 
The plane xz is thus a vertical plane parallel to the vertical plane 
passing through the sun as well as the observer who is at B. Then 
let 8 represent the angle between the plane OAB with the plane xz; 
8 is therefore the angle between the azimuth of the line of sight BA 
and the sun's bearing; this angle will be measured from the sun's 
bearing to the azimuth of the line of sight, being considered positive 
for clockwise rotation; thus for lines of sight to the right of the sun, 
or to the left of the anti-sun, 8 will be between 0 and + 180°. In 
contrast the angles i, rand V will always be used in the positive sense 
and will always be less than 90°, since changing i and r to -i and 
-r, or V to - V, is equivalent to altering 8·to 8 + 180°. 

The axial components of the direction of the incident light SO are: 
x = -sin r; y = 0; z = -cos r; those for the direction OA of scattered 
light are: x = -sin V · cos 8; y = -sin V • sin 8; z = cos V. 
The equation for the plane normal to SO and passing through O is 
therefore 

:r sin r + z sin r = 0 

,vhile that for the plane normal to 0.4 and passing through 0 is 

-x sin F · cos 8 - y sin r · sin 8 + z cos V = 0 . 

From these equations we Jerive: 
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X = y z --------sin V · sin 8 sin l' · cos 8 tan r · cos V tan r • sin V . sin 8 

whence the components of the intersection of the two planes in ques-
tion and hence of the predominant e-vector of the light scattered along 
the line OA can be obtained: x = sin V · sin 8; y = -sin V • cos 8 -
tan r · cos l'; z = - tan r · sin V • sin 8. 

To determine the components of the e-vector parallel and normal 
to the plane of incidence OAB, take X as the axis normal to this plane, 
Y as the projection of OAB on the xy plane, with Z the same as axis 
z. In these terms the normal component of the e-vcctor is 

X = -x sin 8 + y cos 8 = -sin V - tan r • cos l' • cos(} 

while the component parallel to the plane of incidence (with the 
positive direction assumed towards the sea surface) is 

Z sin V - Y cos V = z sin V + x cos V cos (} 
+ y cos V · sin (} = - tan r · sin 8 

The angle P, between the e-vector and the horizontal is therefore 
such that 

Z sin V - Y cos V 
tan P, = 

X 

tan r · sin 6 
(4)2 

sin V + tan r · cos V · cos(} 

with P, being measured from the horizontal with the positive rota-
tion being clockwise for an observer at A looking towards O or at B 
looking towards A.3 

Equation (4) together with (1), (2) and (3) allows the ellipticity 
ratio b/a and the orientation ,J,, of the major axis of elliptical polariza-
tion to be calculated for any line of sight .1B. It is of interest to com-
pare the orientation of the ellipse (,J,,), not only with the P, (Fig. 6B) 
of the linearly polarized light which gave rise to it but also with the 
Pd (Fig. 6A) of linearly polarized light scattered by the water in the 
direction AB, to which the elliptical light is added. Since a change 
from the direction OA to the direction AB merely alters V = <AOZ 

2 In the theoretical curves plotted by vVate1man a.nd Y\.'cstell (1956: fig. 12), the 
cross products factor in the denominator of this equation was omitted. 

a When V = 90°, tan P, = tan r when 8 = +90° and tan P, = -tan r when 1J = 
-90°. This results from om· sign conventions that r is nhmys positive whereas J>, 
changrs sign above and below the horizontal. 
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to 180° - V 
yields 

<B.4Z, appropriate substitution m equation (4) 

P 
_ tan r · sin 8 

tan d - • y,- V 8 sm r - tan r · cos · cos 
(5) 

The same result could be obtained by changing 8 to 180° 8; in 
other words, the value of Pd corresponding to 8 is the same as that of 
P, corresponding to 180° - 8 for a given r and V: 

and when 8 = ±90°, 

tan pd = tan P, = ± t_anvr 
srn 

(6) 

2. Direction of Rotation of the Elliptical Oscillation. In the azimuths 
of the sun (8 = 0) and the anti-sun (8 = 180°), tan P, = 0. Since 
the angles r and V are positive and less than 90°, tan P, is positive 
if sin 8 is also positive and if at the same time 

sin V + tan r · cos V · cos 8 > 0 , 

which is equivalent to 

cos 8 > tan V 
tan r 

This is always the case since V is greater than the angle of total re-
flection. The fact that angle P, is positive for lines of sight to the 
right of the sun and negative for those to the left agrees with field 
observations (Waterman, 1954). Since the component advanced 
by total reflection is that parallel to the plane of incidence, the result-
ing elliptical polarization produced at A as seen by an observer at B 
looking towards A is clockwise when 0 < 8 < + 180° and is counter-
clockwise when 0 > 8 > -180°. 

3. Axial Ratio of Elliptical Polarization in the Totally Reflected 
Light. Absolute values of the axial ratio bf a, when 8 = ±90°, are 
given in Fig. 8 as a function of V for nine different zenith distances 
of the sun (i) ranging from 10 to 90°. Since the method used above 
to determine P, is not valid for low solar altitudes, the curves for 
i = 80 and 90° are shown only as broken lines. The graph shows 
that bj a is maximal when V = 58° (already shown as the maximal 
V for sin 4,) and that bf a decreases rapidly as i decreases from 50 
to 0°. Similar results have been obtained for 8 = ±45° and ±135°, 
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Figure 8. Ellipticity ratios (b/ a) for IJ - :i:00° at various •enith <lietancee of the eun (i) plott.ed ae 
functions of the angle between the line of sight and the vertical (V). The broken lines for i - 80", i = 
90" indicate the epcculative nature of the calculations near ounri&e and sunset. 

with b/a ucing maximal for 55° < V < 61 ° and decreasing rapidly 
as i is less than 50 to 70°. 

Absolute values of b/ a are shown in Fig. !) as a function of 6 for 
cases where V = 58° (maximum value of b/ a = 0.297) and for four 
values of i between 30 and 90°, the latter again being drawn in broken 
lines. Note that ellipticity decreases steeply when the azimuth of 
the line of sight approaches that of the anti-sun and then decreases 
less rapidly towards the sun's bearing. If i is less than 50°, b/ a has 
two maxima, one at I fJ I = 70° and the other at I 6 I = 160 to 165°. 
Between these points the ellipticity varies relatively little. (The 
8ame results may be derived from the second order equation of cos 6 
obtained by setting tan~ P, = 1). 

Similar relations have been obtained for V = 49, 52 and 70°; 
maximal values for b/ a are 0.131, 0.251, 0.224 respectively; the func-
tions decrease rapidly towards the anti-sun and less abruptly towards 
the sun; when i is 30° a single maximum occurs, but when i = 70 and 
90° there are two maxima. In general, then, for i 2: 50° and 40° < 
IO I < 16.5°, the ratio b/ a varies mainly with the angle between the 
line of sight and the vertical (V); when the latter is about 52 to 65° 
the ratio is greater than 0.2. The axial ratio dc>creases: 1) when the 
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Figure 0. Ellipticity ratios (b/o) for V - 58° at variouo ,cnit-h dist=ces of the sun plotted 11J1 fwi e-
tiono of the angle between the line of sight and the sun's bearing (Ii) . The broken line for, - 90° 
indicatca the opcculative nature of the function. 

sun's zenith distance decreases from 50 to 0°; 2) when the azimuth 
of the line of sight approaches that of the sun or the anti-sun; and 3) 
when V is less than 52° or greater than 65°. 

4. Influence of Swface Roughness. The angles r, e and OAB will 
vary about their means if the sea surface is rough, but from what 
has just been said, variations in the value of OAB would seem es-
pecially important for the relation b/a. Since the curve relating ti> 
and V (Fig. 7) is concave downward, any oscillations of V will de-
crease the maximal value of b/a. This effect should be particularly 
marked when the average Vis about ,58°. Then a ±10 to 15° slope 
of the sea surface would prevent b/ a from exceeding 0.2 under the 
best conditions. Note that these considerations are independent 
of Pr so that they hold also around sunrise and sunset. 

5. Orientation of the Major Axis of Ellipticity. The difference 
I Y' I - I Pr I is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of V for 0 = ±90° and 
for nine values of i from 10 to 90°; as before, the curves for 80 and 
90° are merely speculative. The graph shows that I Y' I - I Pr I 
scarcely exceeds 2°, which means that the ma.jor axis of the elliptical 
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Figure JI. Tilt of the reflected elliptical light's major axis (y,, solid lines) and the tilt of the e-Yector 
of the linear light <Pd, broken lines) directly scattered along A.B (Fig. 5) plotted as functions of the angle 
between the line of eight and the vertical ( V) when O = ± 90° (therefore I Pd I = I P, I) for various solar 
1.cnith di•tancea (i ). 
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polarization makes an angle with the horizontal which is nearly equal 
to that made with the same reference by the linear polarization which 
gives rise to it. In Fig. 11, I y; I and I Pa I arc plotted as functions of 
V when (J = ±90° and when i varies from 10 to 70°. As stated 
above, when (J = ±90° Pa and P, are the same so that I y; I - I P, I 
and I VI I - I P" I would also be the same. In other words, for lines 
of sight at right angles to the sun's bearing, reflected elliptically 
polarized light in the direction AB has nearly the same orientation as 
linearly polarized light scattered in that direction by the water. 
Only their elliptical and linear qualities distinguish these two kinds 
of light provided the axial ratio b/ a is not too small. 
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1''igurc 12. Same as Fig. 11 except that IJ = 45° (therefore I Pd I I Pr I). A• before, •olid linl'S 
represent ,J,, broken lines Pd. 

Fo~ 8_ = ± 45° and ±135°, t~e differences between I y; I and IP, I 
are s1m1lar to those for (J = 90 and never exceed 2°. In contrast, 
I VI I and I Pa I may differ appreciably when (J is not ±90°. This is 
shown in Fig. 12 where I y; I and I Pa I are plotted as a function of V 
wh~n 8 = ±45° and where i varies in seven steps from 10 to 70°. 
'.fh!s shows th9:t the difference between VI and Pa is greater with dimin-
1shmg V and mcreasing i, reaching 30° when V is about 53° and i 
about 70°. The s_a?1e hol~s f?r (J = 13~0

, h_ut in that case I y; I > I Pa J. 
Under such cond1t10ns elhpt1cal polanzat10n may be distinguishable 
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from linear polarization scattered in the same direction even if the 
ratio b I a is very small. 

The difference I P, - Pd I, which is within 2° of being the same as 
I YI - Pd I, is plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of (J with V = 58° and 
i at four values from 30 to 90° (again 90° is speculative). This dif-
ference increases with i, and for i 50° its maximum lies between 
8 = 25 and 35° and between 145 and 155°, since eq. (6) shows that 

[P, - P,i]tso0-e = [Pd - P,]e • 

40° 

r;: ,"'°'1;;oo ........ 
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Figure 13. Difference between the e--vector orientation of linear light (P,) reflected at A (fig. 5) 

~nd that of linear light ocattcred directly along AB (Pd) plotted Ma function of the angle between the 
line of •ight and the solar bearing (8) for V - 58° at various solar zenith distances (i) including the 
speculative case where i - 90°. Note that P, - Pd ie approximately the e:imc n.a y; - Pd (Fig. 10). 

Similar relations hold when V = 49 and 52°, but on the one hand 
IP, - Pd I increases as V decreases (as already noted for Fig. 12) 
and on the other hand the maximum difference at the same time moves 
toward values of (J nearer O and 180°. For example, when V = 52° 
and i = 70°, IP, - Pd I reaches 43° for 8 = ±22° and ±158°. On 
this basis one would expect that the best conditions for detecting the 
difference between YI and Pd would be found near the critical angle, 
with the sun low on the horizon and with 8 about 20 or 160°. 

6. Amount of Elliptical Polarization. Possibly a comparison of 
the amounts of linear and elliptical polarization propagated in the 
direction AB is even more interesting than their orientation, partic-
ularly in terms of their importance relative to each other and to 
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total radiance. These relations require a knowledge of the angular 
distributions of radiance and of its polarization at various depths, but 
unfortunately these factors are poorly known and vary markedly with 
the water mass and with different conditions of overcast and solar 
altitude. Consequently the following relations are perforce quite crude 
approximations which must be interpreted carefully. 

Let I ia be the radiance at B which has been directly scattered along 
AB, and pd the corresponding degree of polarization. Let Ir be the 
radiance at A (sea surface) which has been scattered along OA and 
which will be reflected in the direction AB by the surface; Pr is the 
corresponding degree of polarization. Finally call h the depth of 
point B and c the extinction coefficient of the sea water. Then the 
radiance at point B for linear light3h transmitted in the direction AB 
is I a • pd while that for elliptical light is 

an<l the total radiance at B in the direction BA 1s 

The lack of symmetry in these equations arises becam;e Id refers to 
point B whereas I, refers to point A which nevertheless seems to have 
advantages. 

The absolute importance of elliptical polarization at B in the direc-
tion BA (defined as the ratio of elliptical light to total light) is therefore 

Ir · Pr · e-c;;!,;--v 
11 

J r · Pr · lr' \~o: V = - --=----- (7) 

This decreases with depth since I I certainly diminishes less quickly 
than e-cco; v -

4 Similarly, the relative importance of elliptical polar-
ization (defined as the ratio of ellip t ical to linear light) is given by 

" AC'cording to the Internati ona l Ligh t ing Vocnb11l:ny {l •;d . 2, 1957, Comm. int . 
de l' tclarnige), the symbol fur radi ::r.rwc is L,, hut sin c:c scvcrnl subscripts a re required 
here, / is 11~cd for this parameter. 

ab ~trictly in t his and in subsequent uses of t-he won] "ligh t " "rnclianrc "as defined 
in t he Internat ional Light.ing Vocnbulary , is more prl'v isc ,;c<'~-usc \Yavclcn°gth8 bcycnd 
the vi,;ibl c arc incl uded . 

4 
The way in which/, varies wi th depth is a function of Vand is complex at shallow 

depths. \Vhen 45° < V < 90° probably I, even begins to increase somewhat with 
depth because of th_c inere~sing import.a.nee of scattered light. At grea ter depths /, 
decreases cxponcnt1ally with an exponent less than c and thus cert · J I th 
c/cos v. , am y ess an 
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I, · p. · e-•~ 
Id. Pd 

(8) 

Here the effect of depth is less certain, since Pd also becomes smaller 
with depth. Nevertheless for values of V which are of interest here, 
e-•0 0:v probably decreases more rapidly than Id · Pd· 
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Figure 14. Angular distribution of submarine radiance at shallow depthll in clear water with a cloud-
lcae aky and the sun well above the horizon ae averaged from data obtained by Jerlov (1951) at 5 m in 
the Mediterranean Sea and by Saeaki, <t al. (1957) at 10 m in the northwestern Pacific. a is the angle 
between a given line of eight and the direction of maximal radiance underwater (SO in Fig. 5) where it 
hae been taken ae 100. The distribution baa been aeaumed radially symmetrical around SO, although 
this is only a rough approximation. 

First consider the limiting case of negligible depth for which (7) 
and (8) reduce respectively to Ir · p./ I, and I. · p./ I" · p "· To solve 
these expressions the angular distributions of radiance and of its degree 
of polarization must be known immediately below the surface. A 
particular angular distribution of radiance (Fig. 14) has been assumed 
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for the following analysis. This is valid only at depths of about 5 to 
10 m in clear water when the sun's zenith distances are not too great. 
In using this approximation, I, is obtained by taking6 a = a, (the angle 
between OA and the prolongation of SO) and I 1 = Id + I, by taking 
a = a 4 (the angle between AB and the prolongation of SO) . 

From the axial projections of SO, OA and AB it can be shown that 

cos a, = sin r sin V cos(} - cos r cos V , 

cos a4 = sin r sin V cos (} + cos r cos V 

These equations and Fig. 14 permit calculation of Ir, I I and Id as 
functions of r, V, and 8. 

The angular distribution of the degree of polarization has been 
assumed to follow the eq. sin2 a/1 + cos2 a . This is probably only a 
rough approximation (Ivanoff and Waterman, 1958), even for direc-
tions beyond the critical angle which is the region of present interest.6 

From this one obtains 
sin2 a, 

Pr = Pmox l + 2 , cos a, 

sin2 a,J 

Pd = Pmn l + 2 , 
COS ad 

where Pmax is the maximum amount of submarine polarization which 
occurs when I a I 90°. 7 

The relations lrp,/1,pmax and lrp,/ ldpd are plotted in Fig. 15 as a 
function of (} for cases where V = 58° and i is varied in three steps 
from 30 to 70°. This shows that elliptical light may be more than 
10% of total radiance under the conditions assumed in deriving the 
equations, provided V = 58°, i 50° and 70° < I 8 I < 120°. Such 
absolute importance decreases rapidly in azimuths towards the sun 
and the anti-sun. The ratio of elliptical to linear polarized light is 
about 0.5 for (J's between 30 and 120°. This relative importance 
decreases towards the anti-sun's azimuth and increases towards the 
sun's bearing where the degree of linear polarization is even weaker 
than the elliptical. 

Quite comparable relations have been calculated for V = 49 and 
70°. At 49° elliptical polarization shows roughly half the relative and 
absolute values found at 58°, and at 70° these are about twice as great 

6 For definition, see Fig. 5. 
• Within the critical angle, sky polarizat ion complicates matters considerably. 
1 Pmai is about 0.4 to 0.6 in clear water in the immediate neighborhood of the sea 

Rurface. 
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Figure 15. Absolute importance (i.e., rntio or elliptical light to total luminous flux) and relative 

importance (i.e., ratio or elliptical to linear components) or elliptically polarized light plotted as £unc-
tions of the angle between the line of eight and the solar bearing (8) for V = 58° at varioUB solar zenith 
distances. Computed for clear water and infinitely shallow depth. Absolute contributions shown us 
solid lines, relative contributions as broken lines. 

as at 58°. Apparently then, at an infinitely shallow depth, elliptica 1 
polarization increases steadily with V although this is not so for the 
real case of a finite depth. The absolute importance is maximal for 
8 = ±90°, and the relative importance varies less than the absolute 
with azimuth although it always decreases towards the anti-sun's 
azimuth. Note finally that if Pm._-. decreases because of either more 
turbid water or the proximity of a light bottom (Waterman, 1954, 
1958; Ivanoff and Waterman, 1958), the absolute importance of 
elliptical light decreases proportionately (as do p, and Pa) although the 
relative value is constant. However, since turbidity and bottom re-
flection also affect the angular distribution of radiance underwater, 
it is difficult to predict their over-all influence on the situation. 
It is hoped that further observations will be made on these relations. 

Now the real case of a finite depth h will be considered. The 
amount of elliptical polarization then becomes I ,p,e-•.0 ~ v, where I, 
and p, are as above because they are functions of zero depth. The 
amount of linear polarization becomes Jdpd, where Id = I, - I~ 00! v 
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sin2 etd 

and Pd = Pmax 1 + cos2 Old 

Here I and p are no longer the same as those immediately under 
I mu h di d the sea surf ace since the angular distribution of bot ra ance an 

polarization vary with depth. As already stated, these are difficult 
to study quantitatively. But the gross effects of angle V can be 
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Figure 16. Absolute and relative importance of elliptical polari,ation plotted aa function., of the 
angle between the line of sight and the vertie&l (V) when 8 - ±90°, , - 70°, e - 0.1/m, and when h 
ia varied. 

computed as a function of depth if I, and Pmax are assumed constant 
at shallow depths. This relation is plotted in Fig. 16 for cases where 
i = 70°, (J = ±90°, c = 0.1/ m (which is reasonable for moderately 
clear water) and where h varies from 0.25 to 1.0 m. Obviously the 
importance of elliptical polarization passes through a maximum for 
an angle V which decreases with depth and turbidity. Such a result 
is easy to predict, but elliptical polarization would appear to be 
maximal at angles V greater than 75° in clear water of less than 1 m 
depth. Note finally that in Fig. 16 the importance of elliptical polar-
ization is shown decreasing with depth to a degree dependent on the 
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constancy of It and PmeJ.• However, as already suggested, I I prob-
ably increases at shallow depths for the pertinent lines of sight; con-
sequently the relation I ,p,e-cco~ v decreases with h more rapidly than 
appears in Fig. 16. But it is hard to say what happens to the relative 
importance (eq. 8). 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the above theoretical analysis of the axial ratio of 
elliptical light, the orientation (y;) of its major axis and its amount 
may now be reviewed with particular emphasis on general relations 
since the calculations are not rigorous for details. 

The ratio b/ a of the axes of elliptical polarization: 1) increases with 
the zenith distance of the sun; 2) varies little with O between 40 and 
165° and i 50°; 3) diminishes towards the azimuth of the sun and 
the anti-sun; 4) is maximal for V's between 52 and 65°, when it is 
greater than 0.2 under the best conditions; and 5) decreases with in-
creasing roughness of the sea surface. 

In the orientation of elliptical polarization: 1) the major axis makes 
an angle y; with the horizontal within 2° of P, which represents the 
plane of linear light that produces the elliptical component; 2) angle 
P, - Pd is nearly equal to s/1 - Pd, the angle between the major axis 
of the elliptical component and the plane of the linear component 
travelling in the same direction, and it increases as i increases and as 
V decreases; as i increases or V decreases it becomes maximal for 
O's which move toward O or 180°, but it is O when O = 0 and 180° as 
well as ±90°. 

The amount of elliptical polarization: 1) increases with i; 2) is 
maximum when Vis 70 to 85° in clear waters within 1 to 2 m of the 
surface; 3) shows an absolute maximum (10% under the best con-
ditions) when O = ±90° and decreases towards O and 180°; and 4) 
varies little relative to linear polarized light scattered in the same 
direction when O is 30 to 120°, decreases towards 180°, increases 
towards 0°, and probably decreases with depth; under the best con-
ditions the ratio scarcely exceeds one. Recall however that these 
calculations are limited by the fact that they become less valid as the 
sun approaches the horizon. 

Thus the importance of elliptical polarization seems to increase 
with three predominant factors: 1) the calmness of the sea; 2) the 
azimuth distance of the sun; and 3) nearness of the observation point 
to the surface. The effects of the azimuth and elevation of the line of 
sight are more subtle because conclusions differ depending on whether 
one is interested in b/a or in P, - Pd, that is, in the relative or in the 
absolute importance of elliptical polarization. Only one example 
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will be considered here. This relates to b/ a and the ratio of elliptical 
to linear polarization, both of which affect the interference analyzer 
used in making field observations. When traversed by elliptical 
light, this device produces an interference pattern deformed from that 
produced by linear polarization. This deformation will be seen if the 
ratio b/a is not too small and if the intensity of elliptical oscillation 
is large enough in relation to linear polarization. 

The calculations have shown that, when i 50°, the ratio b/a 
varies little between O = 40° and 165° and is maximum when V = 52 
to 65° while the relative importance of elliptical polarization varies 
little between 30° < I O I < 120° and is maximum when V is about 
70 to 85°. Con11equently, for the analyzer in question, the influence 
of O probably would be weak when this angle is between about ±40 
to 130°, and the optimum V would be about 65° if the water is clear. 
Now, according to calculations for V 65°, the relative importance 
of elliptical polarization reaches a maximum of about 1 (Fig. 16), 
which means that it is the same order of magnitude as linear polariza-
tion. Such a ratio seems inadequate to explain the clearly deformed 
interference figures observed in the field. 

This suggests that, around sunrise or sunset, conditions beyond those 
assumed for the calculations may occur so that the importance of the 
elliptical polarization becomes greater, probably because the under-
water illumination becomes more diffuse. As a result the ratios Ir / I 1 

and I rl Id increase, which means, in agreement with actual measure-
ments (Jerlov, 1951), that the amount of light scattered upward in the 
direction OA increases relative to that scattered downward along AB. 
Possibly, under conditions assumed in the calculations, elliptical 
polarization is so weak that it could be observed only under a floating 
screen which suppressed all scattering along AB. 

However, this suggestion that elliptical polarization may become 
stronger around times of sunrise and sunset is not unequivocally 
acceptable and is in fact false under certain conditions. Thus, close 
to sunset the e-vector has been observed to be vertical in some azi-
muths, which is probably an effect of sky polarization (Waterman, 
1955, 1958). In such a case there is no elliptical polarization because 
b/a is obviously zero or infinite if the e-vector of the linear light which 
is totally reflected is normal or parallel to the plane of incidence. 
Such may be the explanation of the occasion when the sun was within 
a few degrees of the horizon and elliptical polarization was so weak 
that it was detectable only within a few centimeters of the surface. 
This was a single observation period and was the only one made in 
deep water far from the bottom. Certainly it seems quite unlikely 
that the small amount of elliptical light present is explainable by the 
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remoteness of the bottom. The absence of bottom reflection and 
scattering would be expected to increase the directionality of the light 
and probably both its linear and elliptical polarization; instead the 
reverse changes actually occurred. Clearly this observation re-
emphasizes the fact that complex and poorly understood polarization 
patterns occur at sunrise and sunset when the direct rays of the sun 
are not the predominant element that produces submarine illumina-
tion (Waterman, 1954, 1958). Further field work is obviously needed 
here, particularly to check the specific contribution of the sky at such 
times. 

When the predictions here calculated from theory are compared 
with results obtained in the laboratory and in the sea, good agreement 
is found on basic points, but quantitative field data are required to 
test some of the comparisons critically. Thus elliptical light is more 
detectable at shallow depths, at large zenith angles of the sun, in 
directions just outside the critical angle, and in azimuths excluding 
the bearings of the sun and the anti-sun. The elliptical light rotates 
clockwise to the right of the sun, anticlockwise to its left and is not 
affected by light entering the water near the point of surface reflection. 
In the aquarium records, basic similarities are present too; again 
elliptical light is observed obliquely just beyond the critical angle, 
but not horizontally. The consequent rotation of the e-vector has 
the same sign changes relative to the linear polarization pattern in all 
three cases. 

On the basis of these facts the hypothesis that elliptical light in the 
sea originates by total reflection of linearly polarized light produced 
by scattering of directional underwater illumination seems clearly 
consonant with the facts. Further work is needed to test the quantita-
tive correlations between the functions here computed and those 
actually present in the sea. It will be of interest also to determine 
whether or not elliptically polarized natural light is of any biological 
significance. 
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